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Abstract. Sawtooth instabilities can modify heating and current-drive profiles and
potentially increase fast-ion losses. Understanding how sawteeth redistribute fast ions
as a function of sawtooth parameters and of fast-ion energy and pitch is hence a subject
of particular interest for future fusion devices. Here we present the first collective
Thomson scattering (CTS) measurements of sawtooth-induced redistribution of fast
ions at ASDEX Upgrade. These also represent the first localized fast-ion measurements
on the high-field side of this device. The results indicate fast-ion losses in the phase-
space measurement volume of about 50% across sawtooth crashes, in good agreement
with values predicted with the Kadomtsev sawtooth model implemented in TRANSP
and with the sawtooth model in the EBdyna go code. In contrast to the case of
sawteeth, we observe no fast-ion redistribution in the presence of fishbone modes. We
highlight how CTS measurements can discriminate between different sawtooth models,
in particular when aided by multi-diagnostic velocity-space tomography, and briefly
discuss our results in light of existing measurements from other fast-ion diagnostics.
1. Introduction
Fast ions are used for heating and current drive in present-day fusion devices, and fast
fusion-born α-particles will play a key role in heating the plasma in future burning-
plasma machines. However, these ions can also interact strongly with a range of core-
localized MHD modes, causing increased fast-ion losses and heating of the first wall [1].
Understanding the behaviour and transport of fast ions in the presence of these modes
is hence important for assessing the fusion performance and stable operating regimes of
future devices. One mode which can interact strongly with fast ions in the plasma core is
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the sawtooth instability [2], which redistributes heat, momentum, and particles radially
outwards, including large populations of fast ions. A key challenge is to understand how
this redistribution depends on fast-ion energy and pitch as well as on plasma parameters
and the sawtooth crash amplitude or period.
Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) is well suited for studies of the mechanisms
underlying fast-ion redistribution by sawteeth, given its flexible measurement geometry
which allows measurements in specific regions of real space and fast-ion velocity space.
CTS is based on injecting an electromagnetic probe beam into the plasma and receiving
part of the radiation scattered off (mainly ion-driven) fluctuations in the electron
distribution. Its versatility makes CTS useful for measuring a range of parameters
of both thermal and fast-ion populations [3]. CTS is also well suited for reactor-
relevant conditions, and a CTS system is currently being developed for fast α-particle
measurements in ITER (e.g. [4]). In sawtooth experiments at TEXTOR, CTS was
used to show that passing fast ions are more susceptible to strong sawtooth-induced
redistribution than trapped fast ions [5], a result that has been subsequently confirmed
using fast-ion Dα spectroscopy (FIDA) on other devices such as DIII-D [6] and ASDEX
Upgrade (AUG) [7]. FIDA measurements [8, 9] have also indicated that the sawtooth
redistribution of fast ions at AUG is generally well described by the widely used
Kadomtsev sawtooth model [10].
Along with FIDA, CTS is the only diagnostic at AUG which can provide core-
localized fast-ion measurements in broad regions of fast-ion velocity space. It is thus
of great interest to complement and extend earlier fast-ion results on AUG by CTS
measurements, also since these are sensitive to different regions in fast-ion velocity
space than, e.g., FIDA. Recently, the installation of a dedicated CTS receiver for
background monitoring has helped significantly to improve the acquisition and analysis
of CTS data at AUG [11]. CTS measurements of thermal and energetic ions in MHD-
quiescent discharges now show good agreement with results from other diagnostics
and with neo-classical theory [12]. Building on these improvements, we here present
the first CTS results on fast-ion interactions with sawteeth at AUG (representing the
first fast-ion measurements localized on the AUG high-field side), and we compare the
results to predictions of the Kadomtsev model and the recently developed full-orbit code
EBdyna go [13].
2. Measurements and analysis
The results presented here are based on AUG discharge 30382, with a plasma current
Ip = 1.0 MA, toroidal magnetic field Bt = −2.65 T, and a relatively low central line-
integrated density Ne . 3 × 1019 m−2 during our experiments. Neutral beam injection
(NBI) of fast deuterium ions with the co-current on-axis NBI source Q3 (D injection
energy of 60 keV) was active from t = 2.0–3.0 s, with no other auxiliary heating applied.
As illustrated in the time traces shown in figure 1, regular sawteeth appeared during this
phase, indicated by variations in central soft X-ray data and in core ion temperature
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Figure 1. Timetraces of AUG discharge 30382. (a) Central line-integrated electron
density, NBI power, plasma current, and CTS probe gyrotron power. (b) Central soft
X-ray emission, tungsten concentration from E > 2 keV line radiation, and calibrated
signal from the fast-ion loss detectors (FILD; [14]). (c) Local ion temperature from
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy and local electron density from integrated
data analysis, both interpolated to the flux coordinate of the CTS volume, along with
core electron temperature from Thomson scattering. (d) CTS spectrogram centered on
the probe gyrotron frequency, showing spectral power densities outside the stopbands
of the central notch filters.
and electron temperature and density. The sawtooth crash amplitude in temperature
and density is seen to remain fairly constant, whereas that of the X-ray signal rises due
to an increase in the tungsten line radiation.
CTS data were acquired concurrently with most of the NBI phase, using the dual-
receiver setup discussed in [11]. The 105 GHz probing gyrotron (P ' 600 kW, weakly
absorbed O-mode polarization) was modulated in a duty cycle with 2 ms on-periods
and 8 ms off-periods to enable subtraction of the background which is dominated
by electron cyclotron emission (ECE). Accurate background subtraction is critical for
the present work, since CTS fast-ion measurements are sensitive to rapid variations
in the ECE background such as those occurring during sawtooth events. The CTS
measurement volume, defined by the overlap of the gyrotron probe beam with the
receiver view, was placed slightly on the high-field side at (R, z) = (1.62, 0.06) m.
CTS measurements are sensitive to the projection of the fast-ion velocity distribution
function onto the plasma fluctuation vector kδ, where kδ is defined by the orientation
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Figure 2. Poloidal view of the CTS scattering geometry. The incoming gyrotron
probe beam (blue; wave vector ki) scatters off plasma fluctuations along kδ in the CTS
measurement volume (magenta), to produce radiation (red; ks = ki + kδ) detectable
by the CTS receiver. The dashed ellipse outlines ρp = 0.4, the approximate location
of the sawtooth inversion radius.
of the probe beam and receiver view, as illustrated in figure 2. Here kδ had an angle
of φ = ∠(kδ,B) = 101◦ relative to the local magnetic field. The measurement location
corresponds to a normalized poloidal flux of ρp ' 0.15 and is well inside the sawtooth
inversion radius at ρp ≈ 0.4 as estimated from soft X-ray measurements. Indeed, the
resulting CTS spectrogram shown in figure 1(d), which represents the time evolution
of the background–subtracted CTS spectrum, clearly shows how the spectra respond
to variations in plasma properties across sawtooth crashes. The spectra are seen to
broaden during the recovery phases between crashes, in part due to the build-up and
subsequent ejection of fast ions from the measurement volume and in part due to the
sawtoothing behaviour of bulk plasma parameters such as Ti and ne.
In order to interpret the observed spectral variations across sawtooth crashes,
the data are analyzed using a fully electromagnetic forward model of the scattering
[15]. This model employs measurements of thermal bulk plasma parameters from
other diagnostics wherever available, including electron density and temperature from
integrated data analysis [16] and ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity from
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy on boron, all interpolated to the flux
coordinate of the measurement volume. The scattering geometry and location as
estimated from raytracing are also included.
Fast ions are included in the forward model using the distribution function in the
scattering volume predicted with TRANSP/NUBEAM [17], run with the Kadomtsev
model for the fast-ion redistribution at sawtooth crashes. In the TRANSP/Kadomtsev
implementation, fast ions are treated in the guiding center approximation and remain
bound to the evolving magnetic field lines, which undergo full reconnection during a
sawtooth crash. We also considered the post-crash distribution function predicted by the
full-orbit EBdyna go code [13] as comparison. In addition to assuming full Kadomtsev
reconnection, this code computes the evolution of the electromagnetic fields during a
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sawtooth collapse based on [18] and evaluates the full particle orbits subject to these
evolving fields (allowing for particle detachment from the evolving flux surfaces). To
ensure a meaningful comparison with TRANSP, the EBdyna go simulations used the
pre-crash fast-ion distribution functions predicted with TRANSP as initial conditions.
From fits to the measured spectra using the above scattering model, the projection
of the fast-ion velocity distribution function f(v) onto kδ can also be inferred. The result
is the 1D (fast) ion velocity distribution g(u) =
∫
f(v)δ(v·kδ/kδ−u) dv in the scattering
volume as a function of projected velocity u. Here δ(. . .) is the Dirac δ-function. The
fitting is done within a Bayesian framework, with no functional form assumed for g(u),
and with uncertainties on all priors (e.g., values of bulk plasma parameters, impurity
concentrations, and CTS scattering angles) taken into account. Further details on the
forward modelling and the fitting procedure can be found in, e.g., [12, 19].
3. Results
The CTS measurement period shown in figure 1 covers four clear sawtooth crashes,
whereas measurements later in the discharge (not shown) probed much less prominent
crashes. Here we focus mainly on the two crashes taking place at t = 2.29 s and
2.51 s. These occur for slightly different electron densities and impurity concentrations
(figure 1), and they display different sawtooth crash durations as discussed below.
This allows us to explore the impact of sawteeth under varying plasma conditions.
In addition, these crashes are preceded by relatively weak precursor or fishbone activity
compared to the two other crashes. Since such activity can also contribute to anomalous
fast-ion transport, the selected two crashes thus offer a relatively clean view of the fast-
ion redistribution by the sawtooth crashes themselves.
In figure 3, we show measured CTS spectra before and after the two sawtooth
crashes. The CTS data have here been averaged over two gyrotron on-periods to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio, giving an effective total integration time of 20 ms for CTS and
background measurements. This is short compared with the sawtooth period of more
than 100 ms (figure 1). The results are compared to our forward model generated as
described above, with fast ions included from TRANSP. Overall, the measurements show
good agreement with the forward model. In particular, the measured spectra become
clearly narrower across sawtooth crashes in agreement with the model, also at frequency
shifts of ∆f & 0.7 GHz from the probe gyrotron frequency, where the forward model
suggests that the measurements are strongly dominated by fast ions.
At these frequency shifts, the spectral power density is seen to decrease by about
50% across the two crashes. As mentioned, this decrease results from ejection of fast
ions from the measurement volume as well as from sawtoothing behavior of bulk plasma
parameters such as the electron density. To search for a similar effect in the fitted 1D
fast-ion velocity distribution function, we compare in figure 4 the inferred g(u) to the
corresponding TRANSP predictions. Following the approach in [12], TRANSP model
uncertainties of 25% have been included in the figure, based on the typical uncertainties
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Figure 3. Pre- and post-crash CTS spectra for AUG #30382 compared to synthetic
spectra from the corresponding forward model (solid red) and its fast-ion contribution
from TRANSP (dashed blue) for the sawtooth crashes at (left) t = 2.29 s and (right)
2.51 s. Uncertainties on measured data represent the standard error of the mean at a
given frequency within the relevant probe gyrotron pulses.
in the kinetic profiles (Ne, Te, Ti) within the sawtooth inversion radius at the relevant
times. Within these computational and experimental uncertainties, there is generally
good agreement between TRANSP and the CTS results.
The CTS measurements clearly suggest a lower fast-ion content following the crash
at t = 2.51 s, with indications, although less significant, of a fast-ion reduction also
after the t = 2.29 s crash. To quantify this, we evaluate 1D partial fast-ion densities by
integrating the inferred g(u) over the velocity interval 1.5×106 m/s< |u| < 3.5×106 m/s,
for which both pre- and post-crash distributions are well defined by our fits. The
results indicate a decrease in the fast-ion density in the observed velocity space of
40± 24% and 60± 22% at t = 2.29 s and 2.51 s, respectively. The quoted uncertainties
here represent the propagated errors on the partial fast-ion densities, based on Monte
Carlo realizations of g(u) where the value of g at each velocity node u was repeatedly
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with width and mean equal to the experimentally
inferred value and its uncertainty, respectively. The results imply statistically significant
fast-ion redistribution at levels consistent with the corresponding values of 44% and
56% predicted with TRANSP. Hence, our measurements provide the first evidence of
sawtooth redistribution of fast ions measured by CTS at AUG and suggest redistribution
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Figure 4. Fast-ion distribution functions from CTS data as a function of projected
velocity before and after the sawtooth crashes at (left) t = 2.29 s and (right) 2.51 s.
The corresponding TRANSP predictions and their uncertainties are shown as dashed
lines and filled regions, respectively.
levels which are well matched by the Kadomtsev model in TRANSP within the
uncertainties. If considering positive and negative projected velocities separately, we
observe a stronger redistribution for u > 0 than for u < 0; for the crash at t = 2.51 s,
the fast-ion reduction is 67±23% for 1.5×106 m/s < u < 3.5×106 m/s, but only 38±35%
for the corresponding negative velocity interval. At t = 2.29 s, the redistribution level
is, in fact, significantly different from zero only at u > 0. We will return to the origin
of this asymmetry in projected velocity space in section 4.
For comparison to TRANSP, we also consider the more detailed fast-ion treatment
incorporated in the EBdyna go code, run here with sawtooth crash durations of 100 µs
(at t = 2.29 s) and 125 µs (t = 2.51 s), as suggested by soft X-ray data (see [20]
for details). To guide the discussion, it is instructive to first consider the simulated
distribution function f from TRANSP and EBdyna go around the crash times, as well
as highlight some differences in the two modelling approaches. In figure 5 we plot
f(E, p) in the measurement volume in energy–pitch coordinates, with pitch p = v‖/v
(where v‖ is the ion velocity component anti-parallel to the magnetic field, at AUG
defined positive in the co-current direction). Recall that, by construction, the pre-crash
distribution functions of the two codes are identical, so for EBdyna go we only show
the post-crash predictions. Also note that the EBdyna go runs discussed here employ
a coarser velocity-space grid than our TRANSP simulations, due to the computational
loads associated with the full-orbit calculations. Finally, we point out that the TRANSP
output has been averaged over 2 ms (corresponding to the CTS gyrotron on-period) and
accounts for the continuous fuelling and slowing down of NBI particles during this time
interval. In contrast, the EBdyna go simulation includes no source or collision terms
and has been run at a high time resolution of a few µs, but for a shorter total duration
of 0.5 ms. These differences can at least partly explain the significantly higher post-
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Figure 5. Fast-ion velocity distribution functions f(E, p) in the CTS volume for
AUG #30382, as predicted by (a) TRANSP at pre-crash, (b) TRANSP post-crash,
and (c) EBdyna go post-crash, for (top) the crash at t = 2.29 s and (bottom)
t = 2.51 s. Labels give the local fast-ion density, Nf =
∫ ∫
f(E, p) dE dp [m−3].
Panel (d) shows the relative post-crash difference between the models, (fTRANSP −
fEBdyna go)/fTRANSP, with fTRANSP resampled to match the coarser parameter grid
employed by the EBdyna go simulation. Contours show CTS weight functions for (top)
u = +2× 106 m/s and (bottom) u = −2× 106 m/s.
crash density of ions close to the NBI injection peaks seen in the TRANSP simulation
compared to EBdyna go. While keeping this in mind, the EBdyna go model is seen to
predict a stronger overall redistribution than TRANSP at t = 2.29 s when integrated
over fast-ion energy and pitch. However, a weaker impact on fast ions than implied by
TRANSP is predicted at t = 2.51 s, in particular for ions with pitches close to zero, see
figure 5(d). This latter point highlights the fact that, at fixed plasma location, the two
codes predict different redistribution patterns in (E, p) space.
Figure 5 also shows CTS weight functions W [4], which illustrate the sensitivity of a
CTS measurement S at a given projected velocity u and projection angle φ = ∠(kδ,B)
to different regions in fast-ion velocity space, such that S =
∫ ∫
W (E, p) f(E, p) dE dp
[4,21]. In the adopted scattering geometry (φ = 101◦), the CTS signal is seen to contain
a contribution from ions around the full-energy (E = 60 keV) injection peak for a
projected velocity of u = +2 × 106 m/s (but not at −2 × 106 m/s). Weight functions
for other projected velocities are similar in appearance but slightly broader and shifted
toward lower energies for lower |u|. Even though CTS is sensitive to both passing and
trapped ions in the present setup, the central high-field side location of the CTS volume
implies that virtually all fast ions in the CTS volume are passing, according to TRANSP.
Hence, these particular measurements cannot test the prediction of EBdyna go that
trapped and passing ions are affected differently above a certain critical energy [18]
(estimated to be Ecrit ≈ 35-45 keV for the discharge and sawtooth parameters used
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Figure 6. (a) 1D post-crash fast-ion distribution functions inferred from CTS
compared to those predicted by TRANSP and EBdyna go. The thermal-ion velocity
distribution function (dash-dotted) is shown for reference. (b) Corresponding model
predictions at t = 2.30 s for a different CTS location (ρp = 0.35 on the low-field side)
and scattering geometry, with typical error bars from (a) overlayed for comparison.
Table 1. Sawtooth–induced fast-ion reduction in the CTS measurement volume at
projected velocities 1.5× 106 m/s < |u| < 3.5× 106 m/s for AUG #30382.
Crash CTS TRANSP EBdyna go
t = 2.29 s 40± 24% 44% 59%
t = 2.51 s 60± 22% 56% 49%
here).
The post-crash 1D distribution functions in the CTS volume predicted by TRANSP
and EBdyna go are compared to the corresponding CTS results in figure 6. When
integrating over 1.5 × 106 m/s < |u| < 3.5 × 106 m/s as done above, we confirm that
EBdyna go suggests a stronger fast-ion redistribution at t = 2.30 s than at 2.52 s (59
and 49%, respectively) in the observed velocity space, in contrast to the results from
CTS and TRANSP. However, these redistribution levels remain consistent with those
suggested by CTS within the uncertainties, implying that the overall redistribution
inferred by CTS is in good agreement with both TRANSP and EBdyna go. Table 1
summarizes the fast-ion reduction in the measurement volume across the two crashes as
inferred from CTS, TRANSP, and EBdyna go.
For attempts to discriminate between the two codes, the crash at 2.30 s is clearly
the more useful from a CTS perspective, since the stronger redistribution predicted
here by EBdyna go is reflected in a lower g(u) at nearly all u. In contrast, the two
model predictions at 2.52 s differ only noticeably for projected velocities corresponding
to those of the thermal bulk, where g(u) remains unresolved by our measurements. At
2.30 s, we note in particular the bump at u ≈ +2 × 106 m/s seen in the TRANSP
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model only; comparison to figure 5(d) shows that this derives from the full-energy NBI
peak at E = 60 keV, which is much more prominent in TRANSP than in EBdyna go
at post-crash. However, this difference between the two codes is mainly an artefact
of the different modelling approaches as discussed above. In light of this and of
the experimental uncertainties, the present data do not clearly favour either of the
two sawtooth models. Future CTS data of higher signal-to-noise ratio and with a
scattering location and geometry optimized for the purpose should facilitate a more
robust discrimination between the different predictions. As an example, figure 6(b)
shows that a more toroidal projection angle further on the low-field side (φ = 150◦, with
a scattering location just within the sawtooth inversion radius at ρp = 0.4) would yield
larger differences in post-crash predictions at t = 2.30 s. This is particularly true for
negative projected velocities, where the model predictions are furthermore less affected
by their differences in NBI treatment and averaging time.
In addition to sawtooth events, we highlight that fishbone instabilities also appear
in this discharge at times close to some of the sawtooth crashes. These modes represent
another manifestation of an (m,n) = (1, 1) perturbation in the plasma and can, under
certain conditions, also give rise to significant anomalous fast-ion transport [22, 23].
An example is presented in figure 7, showing the burst-like rise and slightly slower
decay of magnetic perturbations characteristic of these modes. In contrast to the
case of sawteeth, no clear, systematic impact of the fishbones on CTS spectra is
observed, as illustrated in figure 7(b). Indeed, using the method above, we infer fast-ion
redistribution levels for the times indicated in the figure which are consistent with zero.
This represents the first CTS measurement of the impact of fishbones on fast ions at
any device. Fishbones are driven by resonant interaction with trapped fast ions, and
our results thus imply that these modes play a limited role in redistributing the passing
fast ions expected to dominate the present CTS volume. There is also no evidence for
fluctuations in the FILD signal correlated with these fishbone events. The conclusion
that the observed fishbones do not significantly modify the inferred distribution function
of core fast ions injected by the tangential NBI source Q3 extends recent results at AUG
obtained from other diagnostics in different phase-space volumes [9].
4. Discussion
Our CTS results across two sawtooth crashes in AUG discharge 30382 indicate a ∼ 50%
reduction of fast ions in the measurement volume at ρp = 0.15 in the observed velocity
space, the first such CTS measurement at AUG. The result applies to passing fast ions,
which strongly dominate the measurement volume in the scattering geometry considered
here. We note that no systematic variations in neutron rates are observed across the two
sawtooth crashes, suggesting that most of the sawtooth-redistributed fast ions remain
confined. This is corroborated by the measurements from fast-ion loss detectors shown
in figure 1(b), which indicate only a mild modulation in the FILD signal related to the
sawtooth events, with typical increases in the signal of 10% following a crash. This is
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Figure 7. (a) Raw signal (dB/dt in [T/s]) of Mirnov coil measurements around
the time of the sawtooth crash at t = 2.62 s. Shaded regions mark two consecutive
CTS gyrotron-on periods just before and after a fishbone, for which the corresponding
spectra are shown in (b).
in line with previous findings at AUG [7], confirming that sawteeth associated with fast
ions generated by NBI source Q3 mostly redistribute fast ions rather than ejecting them
from the plasma. In addition, the increase in the FILD signal after each sawtooth crash
occurs on timescales of around 20 ms, much longer than the actual crash duration from
soft X-ray data of ∼ 0.1 ms. This indicates that the increase is not due to losses induced
directly by the crash but rather reflects the fact that fast ions are radially redistributed
further off-axis by the sawteeth, from where they subsequently diffuse towards the edge.
The observed agreement between CTS measurements on the one hand and
TRANSP and EBdyna go on the other arises despite the fact that both codes assume
full reconnection of the flux surfaces during a sawtooth crash, a condition which is
often not satisfied [24, 25], including for about 40% of the crashes identified at AUG
by automated methods [26]. For the two crashes discussed here, figure 8 indicates
the presence of significant post-cursor activity at multiple frequencies, which might
be related to incomplete reconnection. While this could suggest reduced fast-ion
transport relative to the full-reconnection case, the consistency between the observed
and simulated redistribution levels shows that both transport codes can nevertheless
provide a satisfactory description of the CTS post-crash data under the conditions
studied here. Further analysis of existing and forthcoming CTS data will improve our
sawtooth statistics and allow us to assess the generality of this conclusion.
FIDA measurements in other sawtooth discharges similar to AUG #30382 have
recently been discussed in [8, 9]; for AUG #30815 (similar discharge parameters), these
indicate a 30% fast-ion reduction on average, ranging up to 60% for strongly co-passing
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Figure 8. Mirnov coil magnetic spectrograms around the times corresponding to the
sawtooth crashes at (a) t = 2.29 s and (b) t = 2.51 s. Significant remnant MHD
activity is seen at several frequencies following the sawtooth crashes.
ions, while results for AUG #30809 (at slightly lower Bt = −2.4 T) suggest a central
redistribution of about 50%. Our results for AUG #30382 itself are in line with these
values. In this context, we note that the CTS geometry used here is sensitive to regions
in fast-ion velocity space which overlap partially with those of FIDA at AUG [12],
such that signals from the two diagnostics contain a contribution from the same sub-
population of fast ions. This has recently enabled a consistent combination of the FIDA
and CTS fast-ion data for AUG #30382 in a proof-of-principle analysis which considered
the crash at t = 2.29 s also discussed here [27]. The results represent the first multi-
diagnostic tomographic reconstruction [28] of the 2D velocity distribution function across
a sawtooth crash, and they corroborate those found here from CTS alone.
However, as illustrated by figure 5 and table 1, model predictions for the crashes
at t = 2.29 s and 2.51 s differ somewhat, with EBdyna go predicting a stronger overall
redistribution than TRANSP at t = 2.29 s and a weaker one at 2.51 s. Motivated by
this difference, we use the techniques in [27] to present in figure 9 the corresponding
combined FIDA and CTS tomographies for the crash at t = 2.51 s, using a regularization
based on minimum Fisher information (see [29] for details). The results confirm the
clear sawtooth-induced reduction in central fast-ion density already inferred from CTS.
Figure 9(c) shows the redistribution pattern in (E, p) space, in the form of the relative
change in the distribution function across the crash as implied by the tomographies.
Co-passing ions with pitches around those of the NBI injection peaks are seen to suffer
the strongest redistribution, while fast ions in the broad vicinity of zero pitch are also
redistributed but significantly less so. Comparison to the CTS weight functions shown in
figure 5 indicates that the 1D distribution function g(u) inferred by CTS should be more
strongly affected by the crash at positive projected velocities u than at u < 0. This is
indeed observed, as discussed in section 3, thus highlighting the use of multi-diagnostic
tomographies in interpreting measurements from individual fast-ion diagnostics.
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Figure 9. Velocity-space tomography of the fast-ion distribution function f (a)
before and (b) after the sawtooth crash at t = 2.51 s, based on four FIDA views
and one CTS view in AUG #30382. Bottom panel shows the relative difference ∆f =
(fafter − fbefore)/fbefore from (c) the tomography and the corresponding predictions
from (d) TRANSP and (e) EBdyna go.
Further comparison of Figure 9(c) to the corresponding predictions from TRANSP
and EBdyna go in figure 9(d) and (e) shows that the two codes agree on predicting a
strong redistribution for co-passing ions, but the significantly weaker impact on ions
around zero pitch suggested by the tomographies is better matched by EBdyna go
for this particular crash. When resampling the data in figures 9(c)–(e) to the same
resolution in (E, p) space, we find a mean absolute difference between ∆f from
the tomographies and from EBdyna go of 0.17 ± 0.02, somewhat smaller than the
corresponding value of 0.23± 0.02 for TRANSP. Despite this difference, the two codes
give very similar predictions for the post-crash 1D distribution function g(u) inferred
from CTS in figure 6(a). This can be understood as a consequence of the broad shape
of the CTS weight functions: Along the curves in (E, p) space traced by these weight
functions, the weak pitch dependence of the redistribution predicted by TRANSP is
roughly balanced by the stronger redistribution at |p| > 0.5 and weaker one at |p| < 0.5
predicted by EBdyna go.
As suggested by the above discussion, the results afforded by velocity-space
tomography hold great promise for facilitating a more comprehensive view of the fast-
ion transport seen in these and other experiments. In addition, acquisition of CTS
sawtooth data at AUG with two simultaneous scattering geometries — analogous in this
context to the multiple FIDA views — could not only enable useful 2D tomographies
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from CTS data alone, it could also enhance the ability of combined CTS and FIDA
tomographies to discriminate between observed velocity-space redistribution patterns
and those predicted by TRANSP and EBdyna go. This can help to quantify to what
extent transport mechanisms not included in TRANSP, such as E×B drifts, contribute
to the sawtooth–driven fast-ion redistribution in certain regions of fast-ion velocity-
space.
5. Conclusions
We have presented the first CTS measurements of sawtooth-induced redistribution
of fast ions at AUG. Our results for two sawtooth crashes in AUG discharge 30382
indicate a ∼ 50% reduction of fast ions in the measurement volume at ρp = 0.15 in the
observed velocity space. This also represents the first localized measurement of fast-ion
redistribution on the high-field side in AUG. The result applies to passing fast ions
and is in good agreement with predictions from the Kadomtsev model implemented in
TRANSP, thus confirming previous results from FIDA measurements [8, 9], and with
the full-orbit EBdyna go code. This represents the first demonstration of agreement
between CTS sawtooth measurements and predictions of different transport codes. In
addition, we find no evidence from CTS or FILD data that fishbone instabilities perturb
the inferred fast-ion distribution function to a measurable degree. The present CTS
measurements cannot clearly distinguish between the different model predictions for
sawtooth-induced fast-ion redistribution, but the use of dedicated scattering geometries
can enable a more robust discrimination between TRANSP and EBdyna go based on
CTS data alone. Finally, we use combined CTS and FIDA velocity-space tomography to
map the fast-ion redistribution in energy–pitch space, showing that the result is slightly
better matched by EBdyna go than by TRANSP/Kadomtsev.
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